Background • Goal:
Develop simple structural model for the English language -Provides a useful method for generating/classifying grammatical English sentences -"Reveals" underlying structure of the English Language and how ideas are communicated
• Three Models 
• English cannot be modeled with a finitestate Markov process. 
Transformation Grammar
What Did We Do?
• Developed a simple model to generate and classify grammatical sentences -"Chung asked a hard question." => Grammatical -"Chung a asked question hard." => Not Grammatical
• Developed a clue how ideas in the brain are converted to sentences, for example, "they are flying planes." What else?
• To compress English strings, Lempel-Ziv assumes English is derived from a Markovian source • Chomsky proved that English cannot be modeled by a finite-state Markov model because of dependencies.
"If either if the candle falls, then the floor catches on fire, or the toaster smokes, then the fire alarm will sound."
• English sentences used in practice still can be modeled by a finite Markov source when using Lempel-Ziv.
